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ABSTRACT
Most protostars have luminosities that are fainter than expected from steady accretion over the pro-
tostellar lifetime. The solution to this problem may lie in episodic mass accretion – prolonged periods
of very low accretion punctuated by short bursts of rapid accretion. However, the timescale and ampli-
tude for variability at the protostellar phase is almost entirely unconstrained. In A JCMT/SCUBA-2
Transient Survey of Protostars in Nearby Star Forming Regions, we are monitoring monthly with
SCUBA-2 the sub-mm emission in eight fields within nearby (< 500 pc) star forming regions to mea-
sure the accretion variability of protostars. The total survey area of ∼ 1.6 sq.deg. includes ∼ 105
peaks with peaks brighter than 0.5 Jy/beam (43 associated with embedded protostars or disks) and
237 peaks of 0.125–0.5 Jy/beam (50 with embedded protostars or disks). Each field has enough bright
peaks for flux calibration relative to other peaks in the same field, which improves upon the nominal
flux calibration uncertainties of sub-mm observations to reach a precision of ∼ 2− 3% rms, and also
provides quantified confidence in any measured variability. The timescales and amplitudes of any sub-
mm variation will then be converted into variations in accretion rate and subsequently used to infer
the physical causes of the variability. This survey is the first dedicated survey for sub-mm variability
and complements other transient surveys at optical and near-IR wavelengths, which are not sensitive
to accretion variability of deeply embedded protostars.
Subject headings: stars: protostars — stars: formation — submillimeter: general – circumstellar
matter
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1. INTRODUCTION
Low-mass stars form through the gravitational collapse
of molecular cloud cores. The evolution of mass accretion
onto a forming protostar depends on the rate at which the
interior of the core collapses, the role of the circumstel-
lar disk as a temporary mass reservoir and transporta-
tion mechanism, and the physics of how the inner disk
accretes onto the stellar surface. In dynamical models of
gravitational collapse of a spherical protostellar core (e.g.
Shu 1977; Shu et al. 1987; Masunaga & Inutsuka 2000),
the young star grows steadily from the infalling envelope
at a rate of a few 10−6 M yr−1. However, Kenyon et al.
(1990) found that luminosities of most protostars fall far
below those expected from energy release by steady ac-
cretion over protostellar lifetimes. This luminosity prob-
lem has since been confirmed with an improved census of
protostars (e.g., Enoch et al. 2009; Dunham et al. 2010;
see also discussions in Dunham et al. 2014 and Fischer
et al. 2017).
The resolution of the luminosity problem likely requires
a either a time-dependent or mass-dependent accretion
rate (e.g., discussions in Hartmann et al. 2016 and Fis-
cher et al. 2017; see also, e.g., Offner & McKee 2011;
Myers 2012) Observationally, strong but mostly indirect
evidence suggests that the accretion rate is punctuated
by short bursts of rapid accretion, often termed episodic
accretion (Kenyon et al. 1990; Dunham et al. 2010; Dun-
ham & Vorobyov 2012). The form of this time depen-
dence may have a lasting affect on the evolution of stars
(e.g. Hartmann et al. 1997; Baraffe & Chabrier 2010;
Baraffe et al. 2017; Vorobyov et al. 2017a), the physi-
cal structure of disks and their propensity to fragment,
(e.g. Stamatellos et al. 2011, 2012; Vorobyov et al. 2014),
and the chemistry of disks and envelopes (e.g. Kim et al.
2012; Jørgensen et al. 2013; Vorobyov et al. 2013; Visser
et al. 2015; Harsono et al. 2015; Owen & Jacquet 2015;
Cieza et al. 2016).
The suggestion of accretion bursts in protostars has
significant support from later stages of pre-main sequence
stellar evolution. Spectacular outbursts41 with optical
brightness increases of ∼ 5 mag are interpreted as accre-
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41 The classification scheme of EXor and FUor outbursts is some-
tion rate increases of 2-4 orders of magnitude and can
last for months (called EXors following the prototype
EX Lup, e.g. Herbig 2008; Aspin et al. 2010) or decades
(called FUors following the prototype FU Ori, e.g. Her-
big 1977; Hartmann & Kenyon 1996). Because most
transient searches use optical photometry, these accre-
tion outbursts are detected only on young stellar objects
that are optically bright and are therefore biased to vari-
ability at or near the end of their main phase of stellar
growth. Only a few outbursts have been detected on a
deeply embedded Class 0 star (Ko´spa´l et al. 2007; Safron
et al. 2015; Hunter et al. 2017), the stage when the star
should accrete much of its mass – although many FUor
objects retain some envelopes and are classified as Class I
objects (e.g. Zhu et al. 2008; Caratti o Garatti et al. 2011;
Caratti O Garatti et al. 2016; Fischer et al. 2012; Green
et al. 2013; Ko´spa´l et al. 2017). Indirect evidence for out-
bursts includes chemical signatures of past epochs with
high luminosity (e.g. Kim et al. 2012; Vorobyov et al.
2013; Jørgensen et al. 2015; Frimann et al. 2017) and pe-
riodic shocks/bullets along protostellar jets, which may
offer a historical record of accretion events (e.g. Reipurth
1989; Raga et al. 2002; Plunkett et al. 2015). In addition
to these large events, instabilities in the inner disk likely
lead to more frequent but smaller bursts of accretion,
as seen in more evolved disks (e.g. Costigan et al. 2014;
Venuti et al. 2014; Cody et al. 2017).
Directly observing either large outbursts or accretion
flickers on protostars is challenging because they are
deeply embedded in dense envelopes. The accretion lumi-
nosity is not directly visible to us, and is instead absorbed
by the envelope and reprocessed into photons with lower
energies, which then escape from the system. Models
of an accretion burst indicate that the enhanced accre-
tion luminosity heats dust in the envelope (Johnstone
et al. 2013). The dust is then seen as brighter emis-
sion at far-IR through sub-mm wavelengths. The change
in luminosity is strongest at far-IR wavelengths, which
traces the effecitive photosphere of the envelope, where
the envelope becomes transparent when the local tem-
perature drops below ∼ 100 K. Single-dish observations
at sub-mm wavelengths have large scales, which tends
to probe the temperature structure of the outer enve-
lope. When the protostellar luminosity increases, the
outer envelope is expected to become hotter. Since the
atmosphere of the Earth is opaque in the far-IR, and
the most heavily embedded objects are not visible at
optical/near-IR wavelengths, sub-mm observations pro-
vide us with our best ground-based window into the pro-
tostar – a snapshot of the accretion rate, averaged over
the timescale of a few weeks for the luminosity burst to
propagate through the envelope. While some far-IR/sub-
mm variability has indeed been detected on protostars,
these detections are mostly based on transients identified
in optical/near-IR surveys and have few epochs of flux
measurements at far-IR/sub-mm wavelengths (e.g. Billot
et al. 2012; Scholz et al. 2013a; Balog et al. 2014; Safron
et al. 2015; Onozato et al. 2015).
In this paper, we describe our novel James Clerk
Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) survey, A JCMT/SCUBA-
2 Transient Survey of Protostars in Nearby Star Form-
ing Regions, shortened to JCMT-Transient, in which
times vague, with both classes likely including diverse phenomenon.
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we use Submillimetre Common-User Bolometer Array 2
(SCUBA-2; Holland et al. 2013) to monitor the sub-mm
flux of deeply embedded protostars in eight fields within
nearby star forming regions. This is the first dedicated
long-term sub-mm monitoring program. The only pre-
vious sub-mm monitoring programs probed variability
in synchrotron radiation from the Sagittarius A* at the
galactic center over five consecutive nights (Haubois et al.
2012) and the black hole X-ray binary V404 Cyg over 4.5
hrs (Tetarenko et al. 2017). Although large outbursts,
with a factor of 100 increases in source luminosity, are
rare (Scholz et al. 2013a; Hillenbrand & Findeisen 2015),
our survey should also reveal the lower-amplitude vari-
ability (with changes of a factor or < 10 in luminosity)
that are commonly detected on classical T Tauri stars.
In §2 we describe our observational plans. In §3 we de-
scribe initial results, including the stability of our flux
calibration. In §4, we discuss the expected contributions
of this survey to our understanding of protostellar vari-
ability and related applications for this dataset. In §5 we
discuss ancillary science related to disks, VeLLOs, fila-
ments, and non-thermal emission. In §6 we discuss our
expectations for the future results from this program.
2. OVERVIEW OF SURVEY METHODOLOGY
Our ongoing JCMT survey program, M16AL001, con-
sists of monitoring 450 and 850 µm emission from eight
young regions that are rich in protostars, as identified
in previous Spitzer, Herschel, and SCUBA-2 Gould Belt
Surveys. Sub-mm monitoring surveys have been chal-
lenging in the past because of calibration uncertainties.
The wide SCUBA-2 field-of-view allows us to use multi-
ple bright sources in the same field to calibrate the image
relative to other bright objects in the field, the sub-mm
equivalent of differential photometry.
2.1. Sample Selection
We selected eight 30′ regions of nearby (< 500 pc), ac-
tive star formation to maximize the number of protostars
and disks in the fields, with a preference to the youngest
regions while also avoiding regions with the most com-
plex, confused features. The fields include a total of
182 Class 0/I objects, 132 flat-spectrum objects, and 670
disks (see Table 1), as previously classified from Spitzer
SEDs by Dunham et al. (2010), Stutz et al. (2013), and
Megeath et al. (2016). Each region includes 3–41 peaks
with 850 µm fluxes above 0.5 Jy/beam and 12–120 peaks
above 0.12 Jy/beam, and 3–14 protostars associated with
those peaks. All requested fields have a past epoch from
the JCMT Gould Belt Survey (Ward-Thompson et al.
2007), along with complementary Spitzer mid-IR (Dun-
ham et al. 2015; Megeath et al. 2016) and Herschel far-IR
imaging (Andre´ et al. 2014).
2.2. Observing Strategy
The SCUBA-2 instrument is a 10,000 pixel bolome-
ter camera that images simultaneously at 450 and 850
µm with 9.′′8 and 14.′′6 resolution (Holland et al. 2013;
Dempsey et al. 2013). Both focal planes consist of four
subarrays of 1280 bolometers that simultaneously cover
a field with an ∼ 8′ diameter. The regions are observed
in a pong 1800′′ pattern, in which SCUBA-2 scans over
a field-of-view of 30′ diameter to produce an image with
smooth sensitivity across the map (Kackley et al. 2010).
Our observations are being obtained in weather bands
1–3, which correspond to different levels of atmospheric
H2O column densities that lead to opacities of τ < 0.12
at 225 GHz. Mairs et al. (2017) provides a complete
list of observations obtained through February 2017, in-
cluding τ and sensitivity. To date, 21% of our observa-
tions have been obtained in Band 1 (the driest weather,
τ < 0.05 at 225 GHz) and 39% have been observed in
Band 2 (0.05 < τ < 0.08). The exposure time for each
individual epoch is 20–40 min., adjusted for the atmo-
spheric opacity to achieve a sensitivity of 12 mJy/beam
per 3′′ square pixel at 850 µm.42 Each field is being
observed once per month when available, with the first
observations obtained in December 2015 and an initial
program that runs through January 2019. Since JCMT
operations can extend a few hours into dawn, each field
will be observed ∼ 10 times per year. When all images
are stacked, the total sensitivity at 850 µm will be ∼ 2.5
mJy/beam (compared to ∼ 4 mJy/beam for the Gould
Belt Survey, Mairs et al. 2015).
This monthly cadence is selected based on estimates of
how quickly a luminosity burst would propagate through
the envelope and be detectable, following the radiative
transfer and envelope models calculated by Johnstone
et al. (2013). Because sub-mm photons from an envelope
are emitted from a large volume, the light propagation
time is a few weeks. Once irradiated, the dust heating
timescale is negligible because dust has a low heat capac-
ity. Therefore, a 1m˜onth cadence is selected as the esti-
mated optimal cadence for sensitivity to accretion vari-
ability on weeks-months timescales. This cadence will
also allow us to stack several images over a few months
to characterize any smooth long term changes in the flux
and to evaluate variability of fainter objects in our field.
This stacking will reduce the flux calibration uncertain-
ties introduced stochastically by changes of the optical
depth of the atmosphere on timescales shorter than the
integration time.
2.3. Data Reduction and Source Extraction
A full description of the data reduction and flux cal-
ibration is provided in the companion paper by Mairs
et al. (2017), following on the methods developed by
Mairs et al. (2015) and filtering on scales of 200′′.
Compact peaks are measured using the JCMT Sci-
ence Archive algorithm JSA catalogue (see the PICARD
package in Starlink, Gibb et al. 2013, and Appendix A).
These peaks are not fully vetted. Appendix A includes
only those peaks that are established to be associated
with a nearby disk or protostar, with a sub-mm centroid
located < 7′′ from the centroid of the mid-IR peak (see
Appendix A for further details).
Since flux variability will be converted into a change
in protostellar accretion luminosity, the accuracy of our
flux calibration determines our sensitivity to accretion
events. Standard flux calibration for sub-mm imag-
ing with SCUBA-2 (and other similar instruments) is
calculated from contemporaneous observations of flux
standards and simultaneous measurements of the atmo-
42 This paper quotes sensitivities as pixel-to-pixel variation de-
rived using a beam size of 14.6 arcseconds and a pixel size of 3
arcseconds, which is consistent with the sensitivities in Mairs et al.
(2017) but may differ from methodologies in other studies.
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TABLE 1
Description of the eight selected fields
Name Location dist # of Peaksa Spitzer Sourcesb Class 0/Ic Disksc
pc > 0.125 > 0.25 > 0.5 > 1.0 0/I Flat II > 0.125 > 0.5 > 0.125 > 0.5
Perseus - NGC 1333 032854+311652 270d 33 24 10 6 34 14 62 14 6 1 0
Perseus - IC348 034418+320459 303d 12 4 3 2 13 8 114 5 3 0 0
Orion A - OMC2/3 053531-050038 388e 120 77 41 25 64 – 600 12 10 12 4
Orion B - NGC2024 054141-015351 423e 38 14 8 4 26 – 232 3 2 1 0
Orion B - NGC2068 054613-000605 388e 31 24 12 5 22 – 117 9 6 0 0
Ophiuchus 162705-243237 137f 41 23 7 3 21 30 87 12 1 6 2
Serpens Main 182949+011520 436g 16 15 10 7 19 9 51 8 7 0 0
Serpens South 183002-020248 436g 51 27 14 2 50 34 142 10 1 1 0
a# of individual peaks with SCUBA-2 850 µm flux brighter than listed.
bTotal # of protostars in field, as identified by Stutz et al. (2013), Dunham et al. (2015), and Megeath et al. (2016).
cProtostars and disks located within 7′′ of a peak, see also Appendix A
dThis work using parallaxes from the Gaia DR1 TGAS catalogue.
eParallaxes from the VLBI GOBELINS program (Kounkel et al. 2017).
fParallax from the VLBI GOBELINS program (Ortiz-Leo´n et al. 2017a).
gParallaxes from the VLBI GOBELINS program (Ortiz-Leo´n et al. 2017b).
spheric opacity. This standard approach to flux calibra-
tion is accurate to ∼ 7− 10% (Dempsey et al. 2013).
To improve upon this standard approach, we leverage
the presence of many protostars within single sub-mm
fields to improve the accuracy of our fluxes by calibrat-
ing the fluxes relative to other sources in the same image.
A set of stable, bright peaks is identified within each
field and then used to provide the relative calibration
for each image, achieving a flux accuracy of ∼ 2 − 3%
(Mairs et al. 2017). This quantified uncertainty also
establishes the confidence level that any detected vari-
ability is attributed to the source, rather than possible
contributions because of changes in atmospheric trans-
mission. For faint targets, images will be stacked to look
for variability on longer timescales.
Our science results to date focus on 850 µm images.
Imaging at 450 µm is sensitive to objects in our field only
during observations obtained with low precipitable water
vapor (Band 1 or Band 2 weather, about 60% of epochs).
Since our techniques for quantifying variability require
many epochs per field, analyses of 450 µm images will
occur after we have obtained enough imaging in the best
weather bands and developed techniques for the analysis
of 850 µm images.
3. DESCRIPTION OF FIELDS AND SOURCES
The eight star-forming regions in this survey were cho-
sen as follows. We analyzed the JCMT Legacy Release
Peak Catalogue of observed 850 micron sub-mm peaks
(Graves et al. submitted) to find 30′′-wide fields with
the largest number of sub-mm sources, using these as a
proxy for star formation activity. Typically the brightest
(most massive) sub-mm peaks in star-forming regions are
found to be associated with deeply embedded protostars
(e.g. Jørgensen et al. 2007, 2008) and are interpreted as
the molecular core out of which the star is forming. A
subset of these bright (massive) peaks are not known
to harbor protostars and are interpreted as being at an
earlier evolutionary stage, i.e. starless or prestellar (see,
e.g., Sadavoy et al. 2010 and Pattle et al. 2015, 2017).
As the sub-mm peaks get fainter (lower envelope mass),
the association with protostars diminishes, although the
mass function of the starless cores subset suggests that
they may still be related to the star formation process
(e.g. Motte et al. 1998). Many of the fainter peaks may
be wispy structure within the molecular cloud and not
directly related to ongoing star formation. Some fainter
emission peaks may be disks associated with Class II
protostars.
Figure 2 and Table 1 show the total number of sources
with peak 850 µm flux brighter than 0.125 Jy/beam for
all regions in our survey, sorted by brightness bin and by
association with protostars and disks (see also Appendix
A). To better understand the distribution of protostel-
lar cores versus starless cores in our regions, we collated
the sub-mm peaks against catalogues of known proto-
stars (Class 0/I objects) and disks (Class II objects),
as identified in past Spitzer photometry (Dunham et al.
2015; Megeath et al. 2016) as well as extensive sub-mm
imaging (e.g. Johnstone & Bally 1999; Hatchell et al.
2005; Kirk et al. 2006; Johnstone et al. 2006; Enoch et al.
2006, 2007). Of the 342 bright peaks, 73 are associated
with known protostars (Class 0/I) and 20 are associated
with known disks (Class II). Given the poor resolution of
the JCMT, some of these associations may be coinciden-
tal, particularly in the case of disks (most of which are
too faint to be detected with our sensitivity). Moreover,
since the determination of protostellar class is often am-
biguous, some sources identified as disks are more deeply
embedded sources, if for example the source is viewed
through a hole in the envelope. Similarly, some of the
most deeply embedded protostars are missed by the sur-
veys due to extreme extinction, even in the mid-IR, so
the lack of association of a peak with a known proto-
star does not rule out the presence of a protostar within
the peak. Indeed, Stutz et al. (2013) found a few PACS
Bright Red Sources (PBRs) objects at 70 µm with Her-
shel that were entirely unseen with Spitzer. Given these
caveats, the numbers presented here should provide a
reasonable measure of the degree of star formation activ-
ity taking place in the observed peaks in our survey, but
any variability that we uncover will require more careful
consideration of the individual peak and any neighboring
protostar.
The following subsections describe each region in more
detail.
3.1. NGC 1333 – Perseus
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Fig. 1.— The SCUBA-2 850 µm images of all eight regions in our survey, co-added over the first year of data (see also Mairs et al. 2017).
The marks show the location of Class 0, Class I, and flat spectrum protostars, as identified and classified by Dunham et al. (2015) and
Megeath et al. (2016).
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NGC 1333 is in many ways a prototypical nearby star
forming cluster, with a mass of 450 M and with a diam-
eter of ∼ 1− 2 pc, located within the large-scale Perseus
star forming complex (e.g. Bally et al. 2008; Walawen-
der et al. 2008). The temperatures of the regions in NGC
1333 range from 10–14 K for filaments and ambient cloud
material, are ∼ 20 K on the southern edge of the cloud,
and reach 40 K near the B star SVS3 and the embedded
protostar IRS 6 (Hatchell et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2016).
The distance estimated from the Gaia TGAS catalogue
(Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016)43 of 271±20 pc is consis-
tent with previous distance estimates of 220–320 pc (see
discussion in Scholz et al. 2013b) and would imply that
NGC 1333 is located in the foreground of the Perseus
star forming cloud.
Members range from 2 massive B-stars down to objects
with estimated masses of a few Jupiter masses, with a
distribution consistent with a single power law from low-
mass stars to brown dwarfs (Scholz et al. 2012b,a; Re-
bull et al. 2014; Luhman et al. 2016). Gutermuth et al.
(2008a) found that ∼ 30% of stars with a mid-IR excess
are embedded Class I protostars, which when combined
with a lack of a strong central condensation and local-
ized extinction together point to an early evolutionary
state for the cloud. The commonly-adopted age of 1–2
Myr for NGC 1333 is slightly younger than that of IC
348, although isochrone fits to optical/near-IR members
do not show a significant age difference between the two
clusters (Luhman et al. 2016). NGC 1333 also harbors
several dozen Herbig-Haro objects (e.g. Bally et al. 1996;
Yan et al. 1998) with associated molecular line emission
(Knee & Sandell 2000; Curtis et al. 2010).
3.2. IC 348 – Perseus
IC 348 is a nearby star cluster associated with the
Perseus cloud complex and is located at ∼ 303 pc from
parallax measurements.44 With an average age of 3–
5 Myr (e.g. Luhman et al. 2016), IC 348 is older than
the other regions in this survey and was selected be-
cause of the high density of protostellar disks within
the field-of-view, along with a few protostars. Thirteen
disks were detected in previous deep SCUBA-2 images
of 850 µm emission (Cieza et al. 2015). Southwest of the
main cluster is a protostellar cluster, with dense molecu-
lar clouds, Class 0/I protostars and Herbig-Haro objects
(e.g. Walawender et al. 2006).
3.3. OMC-2/3 – Orion
The Orion Molecular Cloud 2/3 region (OMC-2/3)
is located in the northern part of the Orion Molecular
Cloud (OMC, Bally et al. 1987; Mezger et al. 1990) and
is often referred to as the integral-shaped filament (John-
stone & Bally 1999; Salji et al. 2015; Lane et al. 2016).
Our pointing includes the northern half of the integral-
43 The Gaia TGAS DR1 catalogue contains 2 likely members
within 15’ of the cluster centre with distances of 274+18−20 pc and
267+19−21 pc (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016).
44 Five members of IC348 are in the Gaia DR1 TGAS catalog
(Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016), with an average parallax distance
of 303± 21 pc, where the uncertainty is dominated by the system-
atic error of ∼ 0.3 mas. This distance is consistent with past mea-
surements from Hipparcos (van Leeuwen 2007) and other methods
(see discussion in Herbst 2008).
shaped filament and contributes roughly 40% of the to-
tal number of bright peaks in our survey. The OMC
2/3 region, located at (d = 388 pc from the GOBELINS
VLBI parallax survey; Kounkel et al. 2017), is one of
the best-studied and richest nearby star-forming regions
at all observable wavelengths (e.g. Johnstone & Bally
1999; Tsujimoto et al. 2002; Megeath et al. 2012) and
has a disk/envelope fraction of 20% (e.g. Chini et al.
1997; Nutter & Ward-Thompson 2007; Peterson et al.
2008; Megeath et al. 2012; Takahashi et al. 2013). Two
sources in this region are deeply embedded PACS Bright
Red Sources (PBRs) identified using far-IR photometry
(Stutz et al. 2013; Tobin et al. 2015). This region also
includes (arguably) the first detected outburst of a Class
0 protostar (Safron et al. 2015). Most protostars are lo-
cated along the densest part of the molecular filaments,
while Class II sources are distributed over the region.
Sub-mm CO emission line surveys have revealed ∼ 15
molecular outflows within this region (Aso et al. 2000;
Williams et al. 2003; Takahashi et al. 2008, 2012).
3.4. NGC 2024 – Orion
NGC 2024 (the Flame Nebula) is located within the
Orion B (L1630) cloud complex, one of the nearest ac-
tive high-mass star-forming regions (see review by Meyer
et al. 2008), located at a distance of ∼ 388 pc (Kounkel
et al. 2017). The region is one of the densest of all clouds
in Orion, with a protostellar density of ∼ 50 pc−2 (Skin-
ner et al. 2003; Megeath et al. 2016) spread over a virial
radius of 0.4 pc (Lada et al. 1997). A long molecular ridge
corresponds to the regions of highest extinction and in-
cludes many dense cores (e.g. Thronson et al. 1984; Visser
et al. 1998; Choi et al. 2012). Within the molecular ridge,
two clumps of protostars are especially bright in sub-mm
dust continuum emission, revealing a total mass of 633
M (Johnstone et al. 2006; Kirk et al. 2016).
3.5. NGC 2068 and HH 24 – Orion
NGC 2068 and HH24 (together referred to as NGC
2068 throughout this paper) are also located within the
Orion B cloud complex, with HH 24 to the south of
NGC 2068 (Kutner et al. 1977; Bontemps et al. 1995;
Gibb 2008). The census of near-IR and mid-IR proto-
stars leads to total masses of NGC 2068 and HH 24 of ∼
240 M and 120 M, respectively (Spezzi et al. 2015).
The protostellar population includes several PBRs (e.g.
Stutz et al. 2013) and the eruptive protostar V1647 Ori
(also known as McNeil’s nebula; Reipurth & Aspin 2004).
3.6. Ophiuchus Core
The Ophiuchus molecular cloud spans 30 pc2 on the
plane of the sky and contains over 3000 solar masses of
gas (e.g. Wilking et al. 2008; Dunham et al. 2015). Star
formation in the Ophiuchus complex may have been trig-
gered by the Sco-Cen OB association, and includes nu-
merous streamers of molecular gas pointing away from
Sco-Cen (e.g., Vrba 1977; Loren & Wootten 1986; Wilk-
ing et al. 2008). The parallax distance adopted here of
137 pc from the GOBELINS survey (Ortiz-Leo´n et al.
2017b) is slightly larger than previous distance measure-
ments of ∼ 120 pc to the cluster (Loinard et al. 2008).
The most active portion of the Ophiuchus cloud com-
plex is L1688, which stands out from other nearby low
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mass star forming regions because the star forming envi-
ronment is more clustered (Motte et al. 1998; Johnstone
et al. 2000; Allen et al. 2002; Johnstone et al. 2004; Young
et al. 2006; Stanke et al. 2006). L1688 shows significant
substructure, with 13 identified peaks, many of which
contain multiple starless and protostellar cores (Loren
et al. 1990; Motte et al. 1998; Kamazaki et al. 2001;
Johnstone et al. 2004; Young et al. 2006; Stanke et al.
2006; Nakamura et al. 2012; White et al. 2015; Pan et al.
2017). The Oph A clump, in the northwest corner of
L1688, has the highest column densities and tempera-
tures (Motte et al. 1998; Johnstone et al. 2000; Friesen
et al. 2009; Pon et al. 2009; Pan et al. 2017), and ap-
pears as a bright crescent of continuum emission wrap-
ping around the position of the nearby B star S1 (Elias
1978). The prototype for the class 0 protostellar stage,
VLA 1623 (Andre´ et al. 1993), is located within this field.
3.7. Serpens Main
The Serpens Main region is an active star forming re-
gion (Strom et al. 1976; Eiroa et al. 2008) with a total
mass of 230–300 M (Olmi & Testi 2002; Graves et al.
2010) located at 436 ± 9 pc (from the GOBELINS sur-
vey Ortiz-Leo´n et al. 2017b). The SE and NW substruc-
tures are bright in sub-mm/mm dust continuum emission
(Casali et al. 1993; Davis et al. 1999; Kaas et al. 2004).
The protostars and ongoing star formation in Serpens
Main is highly concentrated at the center of our point-
ing. The sources in early evolutionary stages (Class 0/I
and Flat SEDs) are clustered in small regions while the
older Class II and III sources are distributed outside of
these clusters (Harvey et al. 2007).
The velocity field of Serpens Main shows the presence
of global infall motion, outflow, rotation, and turbulence
(Olmi & Testi 2002). The velocity field in the NW sub-
cluster is relatively uniform, on the other hand, while
the SE subcluster has a more complicated velocity struc-
ture showing a large velocity dispersion (>0.5 km s−1)
at the central region (Graves et al. 2010; Duarte-Cabral
et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2014). The NW subcluster includes
known IR-variables OO Ser, EC 53, and EC 37 (Hodapp
1999; Ko´spa´l et al. 2007; Hodapp et al. 2012). Sub-mm
variability of the protostar EC 53, which was uncovered
in this survey, will be presented in Yoo et al. (2017).
3.8. Serpens South
Serpens South is an active star-forming region within
the Aquila Rift molecular complex, located at 436 ± 9
pc (Ortiz-Leo´n et al. 2017b) and ∼3◦ south of Serpens
Main (Kern et al. 2016). Gas is flowing inward onto
the filaments to supply the fuel for star-formation (Kirk
et al. 2013). Maury et al. (2011) measure a total mass
of the cluster of ∼ 1660 M, adjusted for the updated
distance (see Friesen et al. 2016). The ratio of Class
0/Class I sources of ∼ 77% and the Class I to Class II
ratio of about 80% are among the highest fractions for
nearby star forming regions (Gutermuth et al. 2008b;
Maury et al. 2011).
4. TESTING MODELS OF PROTOSTELLAR ACCRETION
During protostellar accretion, viscous processes in the
disk transport angular momentum outwards, allowing
gas to flow inwards towards the protostar. The source of
Fig. 2.— The distribution of 342 peaks with 850 µm peak bright-
ness above 0.125 Jy/beam for all eight regions in our survey (yel-
low). The purple and blue histograms respectively show the num-
ber of peaks associated with one or more disks and protostars.
Based on the analysis of Mairs et al. (2017), we can achieve 2–3%
accuracy for the 105 peaks brighter than 0.5 Jy/beam and 10% for
the 237 sources with brightness 0.125–0.5 Jy/beam. Of these 342
peaks, 93 are associated with distinct protostars or disks. In some
cases, multiple protostars are blended together to form a single
peak at the resolution of JCMT.
viscosity in protostellar disks is uncertain (e.g. Armitage
2015; Hartmann et al. 2016); it could be due to turbu-
lence or instabilities (gravitational, magneto-rotational)
that develop where the conditions are right. When the
accretion rate through some radius in the disk is lower
than the accretion rate at larger radii, material builds
up until the accretion rate through the inner disk ad-
justs. A steady accretion flow through the disk and onto
the star is determined by the most stringent bottleneck,
with short periods of strong accretion when that bottle-
neck breaks. Both the amplitude of the non-steady ac-
cretion and the timescale over which the accretion varies
are likely to span a wide range of values. Models of these
accretion processes provide predictions for the frequency
and amplitude of accretion variability, with limitations
related to physical scales and MHD microphysics.
Prospects for detecting accretion variability depend on
the size and location of instabilities within the disk. In
the past, outbursts on young stars have been differenti-
ated into EXors and FUors based on timescales and spec-
tral characteristics, although it remains unclear whether
these events have different physical causes or are sim-
ply different manifestations of similar phenomena (e.g.
Audard et al. 2014). Several mechanisms have been
proposed to explain short- and long-term variability, in-
cluding gravitational instabilities in the outer disc region
(Vorobyov & Basu 2005, 2015; Machida et al. 2011), ther-
mal instabilities in the inner disc region (Hartmann &
Kenyon 1985; Lin et al. 1985; Bell et al. 1995), a com-
bination of gravitational instabilities in the outer disc
region and the magneto-rotational instability in the in-
ner disc region (Armitage et al. 2001; Zhu et al. 2009,
2010), spiral-wave instabilities (Bae et al. 2016; Hen-
nebelle et al. 2017), gravitational interactions with com-
panions or passing stars (Bonnell & Bastien 1992; For-
gan & Rice 2010; Green et al. 2016; Mun˜oz & Lai 2016),
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Fig. 3.— The expected fraction of time that a given theoreti-
cal model returns an amplitude variation greater than a specific
amount as a function of the time lag between observations. The
green contours show results for a Vorobyov & Basu (2010) model
in which accretion variability is driven by large-scale modes within
the gravitationally-unstable disk. The red contours show result for
a Bae et al. (2014) model in which accretion variability is driven
by the activation of the magneto-rotational instability in the oth-
erwise magnetically inert inner disk, via heating from gravitational
instability-driven spiral waves. The contours are labeled with the
fraction of stars that would show the level of variability. In both
models, larger amplitudes correlate with longer times. The dashed
lines denotes a three-year separation in time for our survey and
a seven-year separation in time between earlier epochs from the
JCMT Gould Belt Survey and the end of our survey.
and magnetospheric instabilities (e.g. D’Angelo & Spruit
2010; Romanova et al. 2013; Armitage 2016). Some of
these processes lead to the rare accretion bursts of FUors
and the much more common variation of accretion seen
on classical T Tauri stars (e.g. Venuti et al. 2014; Costi-
gan et al. 2014; Cody et al. 2017), while others may cause
periodic accretion bursts, as seen in a few objects (Ho-
dapp et al. 2012; Muzerolle et al. 2013; Hodapp & Chini
2015).
While only some of these theoretical ideas are capable
of providing significant mass accretion variability over
the lifetime of embedded protostars, all should produce
observable signatures in accretion luminosity with char-
acteristic amplitudes and timescales. Assuming that ac-
cretion is related to disk transport processes on orbital
timescales, the variability will depend on the radii where
the physical transport processes originate and will range
from days in the inner disk to hundreds of years in the
outer disk. Within deeply embedded protostars, the
range of accretion events taking place is almost entirely
unconstrained from both theoretical and observational
perspectives.
Monitoring the brightness of deeply embedded proto-
stars with a flux calibration uncertainty of 2–3% (Mairs
et al. 2017) will produce direct measurements of both
the range of accretion events and their duration, pro-
vided that the duration is longer than a few days and
that the accretion is radiative and not optically-thick.
Since the total luminosity change is ∼ 10 times larger
than any change expected from the dust continuum emis-
sion at 850 µm (Johnstone et al. 2013), a 3% calibration
uncertainty corresponds to a ∼ 30% uncertainty in the
protostar luminosity. The power spectrum of accretion
variability on young objects will then provide a diag-
nostic for the size and location of disk instabilities (El-
bakyan et al. 2016), independent of whether the majority
of the mass is accreted in rare large events. In addition
to these changes from accretion luminosity, single-epoch
brightness increases may be detected from any star in
our field and attributed to either short accretion bursts
or non-thermal synchrotron emission (see §5.4).
Our monitoring of 342 peaks brighter than 0.125
mJy/beam (73 of which are associated with protostars
and 20 with disks) will then provide an unbiased sur-
vey of variability on a large enough dataset for robust
statistical analyses. The starless cores should not be
variable and therefore provide a control sample in sta-
tistical analyses. Within our fields, 176 more protostars
are fainter than 0.125 mJy/beam but increase the sam-
ple size for a search for flux increases of factors of 2–10.
While these large bursts are expected to be rare, models
of accretion variability suggest that annual variations of
10% may be common. Figure 3 presents this analysis as
applied to the outburst models of Bae et al. (2014) and
Vorobyov & Basu (2015), with clear differences in the
observational signatures of accretion variability on short
(less than five year) timescales that result from the dif-
ferent input physics. In the Bae model, > 30% of sources
will vary by 10% (our 3-σ detection limit) over our 3.5
year program, while in the Vorobyov & Basu model ∼ 7%
of sources would be variable at the 10% level. Vorobyov
& Basu (2015) predict that fewer bursts should occur
during the Class 0 stage than during the Class I stage.
These values suffer from large uncertainties because
neither model was designed to resolve short timescales
or the small distances over which the last steps of accre-
tion occur. However, they provide some guidance on how
this program could be used as a test of models for disk
accretion. Moreover, a non-detection of variability on
this sample would indicate that the accretion flow moves
smoothly through the inner disk, placing a stringent re-
quirement on the instability physics in the inner disk at
young ages.
Our initial investigations will search for short-term
variability, as found in EC 53 (Yoo et al., in prep), and
will also place limits on the stability of bright objects
in our sample over the first year of our program and in
comparison to the Gould Belt Survey observations ob-
tained ∼ 3 − 4 years ago (Mairs et al., in prep). Once
our survey is completed, we will analyze all 450 and 850
µm imaging from our survey plus the Gould Belt Survey
to identify any long-term secular changes during our ∼ 3
years of monitoring, and with ∼ 7 year time baselines
when including the Gould Belt Survey.
5. RELATED SCIENCE GOALS
After our first year of data, the stacked image from
each region yields a 1σ noise level of ∼ 4 mJy/beam at
850 µm, similar to the depth of SCUBA-2 imaging from
the JCMT Gould Belt Survey (Mairs et al. 2015) and
to the deep SCUBA-2 disk surveys in the σ Ori, λ Ori,
and IC 348 star-forming regions (Williams et al. 2013;
Ansdell et al. 2015; Cieza et al. 2015). The final stacked
image after three years of monitoring should achieve a
sensitivity of ∼ 2.5 mJy/beam. These deep images will
be useful for studying very low luminosity protostars,
faint filamentary structures, disks, and non-thermal syn-
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chrotron emission, as described below.
5.1. Very Low Luminosity Objects (VeLLOs)
Very Low Luminosity Objects (VeLLOs) are protostars
with luminosities ≤ 0.1 L, first discovered in Spitzer ob-
servations of cores thought at the time to be starless (e.g.
Young et al. 2004; Bourke et al. 2006; Dunham et al.
2008; Hsieh et al. 2015). Their very low luminosities
are explained by either low accretion rates or low proto-
stellar masses, if they are proto-brown dwarfs (e.g. Lee
et al. 2009, 2013; Hsieh et al. 2016). The class of VeL-
LOs may even include some first cores, which have short
lifetimes of 103 yr before the protostar is created (Larson
1969; Masunaga & Inutsuka 2000). Using coupled disk
hydrodynamics and stellar evolution models, Vorobyov
et al. (2017b) demonstrate that the characterization of
VeLLOs depends on the energy of the gas accreted onto
the central object. VeLLOs are only expected to occur if
some time intervals have very low accretion rates, thereby
implying other times have high accretion rates. Our ob-
servations will reach a 3σ sensitivity of ∼ 10−3 M in
envelope mass (depending on temperature and opacity)
for all regions, and should therefore be capable of unam-
biguously identifying proto-brown dwarfs in our target
fields. The factor of 2 improvement in sensitivity in our
survey relative to the Gould Belt Survey should reveal
many more of these faint objects than are detected in
the Gould Belt Survey.
5.2. Protoplanetary Disks
For young stars that have dispersed their envelope, a
sensitivity of ∼ 2.5 mJy/beam will lead to detections of
disks with ∼ 1 Earth mass of dust in Ophiuchus and 10
Earth masses in the more distant Orion region, assuming
standard conversions between sub-mm emission and dust
mass (e.g. Andrews et al. 2013). Large area SCUBA-2
maps of similar depth in the older σOri and λOri regions
have revealed that most infrared-Class II disks have very
low masses at 3–5 Myr (Williams et al. 2013; Ansdell
et al. 2015), and constrain planet formation timescales
more strongly than infrared surveys; similar results have
been obtained from recent ALMA surveys (Ansdell et al.
2016; Barenfeld et al. 2016; Pascucci et al. 2016) and from
younger regions in the Gould Belt Survey (e.g. Dodds
et al. 2015; Buckle et al. 2015). Our unbiased search
for disks in some of the youngest regions of nearby star-
formation will complement the past results from older
regions to establish the evolution of the disk dust mass
distribution versus evolutionary stage.
5.3. Filamentary Structure
Much of the mass in star-forming regions is located in
filamentary structures (e.g. Andre´ et al. 2014). While
a full understanding requires a combination of column
density and velocity information, much can be learned
from dust continuum observations alone. Herschel anal-
yses (e.g. Arzoumanian et al. 2011) have suggested that
filaments have a characteristic width of 0.1 pc. However,
the filament width may be influenced by telescope res-
olution, since JCMT Gould Belt images of the Orion A
molecular cloud revealed that many filaments are signifi-
cantly narrower than 0.1 pc (Salji et al. 2015; Panopoulou
et al. 2017). Many filaments appear to have significant
substructure along both their long and short axes and
may be bundles of sub-filaments or fibers, which have
been rarely analyzed in detail but may hold important
clues to the stability and nature of the filaments (Con-
treras et al. 2013; Hacar et al. 2013, 2017). Deeper
SCUBA-2 observations with JCMT resolution will bet-
ter reveal faint extended substructure, thereby extending
the range of filaments to those that are lower mass and
less dense, and will allow for a robust measurement of fil-
ament widths. Extended structures on scales of > 600′′
are filtered out during data reduction to account for at-
mospheric changes during the observations.
The filamentary structure obtained with our deep co-
added integrations will also be compared with the orien-
tation of outflows within these regions to examine the
orientation of disks in filamentary environment. Re-
cent results have shown axisymmetric flattened envelopes
around Class 0 sources (Lee et al. 2012), while outflows
are often seen perpendicular to the direction of the fila-
ment (e.g. Tobin et al. 2011). Statistics for outflows ema-
nating from protostars that are still within their birth fil-
amentary structures will test whether these expectations
are correct, as a way to constrain the angular momentum
evolution of protostars.
5.4. Non-thermal Emission from Young Stars
Young stars are magnetically active, producing X-rays
and synchrotron emission with a steady and a time-
variable component (Gu¨del 2002; Forbrich et al. 2017).
Flares at mm and cm wavelengths are thought to be pro-
duced by either accretion variability or by high-energy
events, which produce synchrotron emission from rela-
tivistic electrons gyrating in magnetic fields (Bower et al.
2003; Massi et al. 2006). The time-variable component
appears as flares that have been seen in several sources
to wavelength as short as 3 mm (e.g. Bower et al. 2003,
2016; Salter et al. 2010; Ko´spa´l et al. 2011), and may
extend into the sub-mm due due to synchrotron self-
absorption (Bower et al. 2003; Massi et al. 2006). In a
few cases, correlated X-ray and infrared variability may
suggest that variability of high-energy emission and ac-
cretion outbursts are not necessarily distinct phenomena
(e.g. Kastner et al. 2006).
This SCUBA2 monitoring program will provide impor-
tant links to longer wavelengths in the emerging context
of YSO variability at infrared, X-ray, and centimeter ra-
dio wavelengths (e.g Forbrich et al. 2015, 2017). Sub-
mm emission flares detected from diskless stars would be
directly attributable to magnetic activity, thereby pro-
viding constraints on the electron energy distribution
and the energetics of the excitation mechanism for these
events. Such flares may also contaminate single-epoch
sub-mm flares from protostars, though the spectral in-
dex of the 450 to 850 µm emission (if observed in good
weather conditions) may allow us to discriminate be-
tween a non-thermal emission flare and a brief proto-
stellar outburst.
6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Our ongoing sub-mm transient search is a novel science
experiment. We are using JCMT/SCUBA-2 to monitor
once per month the 450 and 850 µm emission from eight
30′ fields within nearby star-forming regions. The full
survey area of 1.6 sq. deg. includes 105 peaks at 850
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µm brighter than 0.5 Jy/beam and 237 additional peaks
brighter than 0.125–0.5 Jy/beam. Of these peaks, 93
are associated with distinct protostars or disks. In addi-
tion, 176 more protostars are fainter than 0.125 Jy/beam
but increase our chances of detecting large sub-mm erup-
tions. The flux calibration leverages the high density of
sources in each field and is now reliable to 2 − 3% for
bright sources, as expected for the 12 mJy/beam sen-
sitivity of our images (Mairs et al. 2017). This sub-mm
version of differential photometry allows us to confidently
quantify the stability of sub-mm sources and identify any
outliers. Our survey is the first systematic, far-IR/sub-
mm transient monitoring program dedicated to evalu-
ating the variability on protostars on timescales longer
than a year.
Protostellar outbursts are most often found in wide-
field optical transient searches, such as the Palomar
Transient Factory and ASAS-SN (e.g. Miller et al. 2011;
Holoien et al. 2014). Some variability studies, such as
the VVV survey and YSOVar, have targeted specific re-
gions in the near- and mid-IR (e.g. Contreras Pen˜a et al.
2017; Cody et al. 2014). However, these optical/near-
IR searches are not sensitive to the most embedded
(youngest) objects and include brightness changes re-
lated to variability in the line-of-sight extinction (e.g.
Aspin 2011; Hillenbrand et al. 2013), while sub-mm lu-
minosity should change only as the result of a variation
in the protostellar luminosity.
When we began this program, we were uncertain
whether any embedded young sources would show
sub-mm variability. While outbursts detected at
optical/near-IR wavelengths are rare (Scholz et al. 2013a;
Hillenbrand & Findeisen 2015), outbursts may be much
more common at younger evolutionary phases since the
disks are constantly accreting from their envelopes and
may need to redistribute mass to maintain stability.
However, some models of protostellar evolution predict
a lack of strong outbursts in the Class 0 phase (e.g.
Vorobyov & Basu 2015).
Within our first year, periodic sub-mm emission has
already been measured from a Class I source and will
be published in a companion paper (Yoo et al. in prep.);
other sources show potential long-term trends. Our fu-
ture efforts will establish the frequency and size of out-
bursts during our 3.5 yr survey, and also by comparing
our first year of data to the previous epoch of SCUBA-
2 450 and 850 µm imaging from the JCMT Gould Belt
Survey to extend time baselines to ∼ 7 yr (Mairs et al. in
prep). By the end of our program, the range of variability
in our sample will be able to probe the scale of disk in-
stabilities relevant on months- and years-long timescales.
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APPENDIX
Table 2 lists the 850 µm peak flux per beam for bright (> 125 mJy/beam) sources associated with protostars. To
be associated with a protostar, the peak flux location of the emission source must be less than 7′′ from the protostar
position previously listed in the Spitzer/IRS and MIPS mid-IR photometric catalogues of Dunham et al. (2015) and
Megeath et al. (2016). The emission sources are identified using the JCMT Science Archive algorithm JSA catalogue
found in Starlinks PICARD package (Gibb et al. 2013), which uses the FELLWALKER routine (for more information,
see Berry 2015). The peaks are then numbered in order of brightness. Table 2 lists the 102 protostars or disks that
are associated with 93 distinct bright peaks. In some cases, more than one protostar is located near a single 850 µm
peak, and in one case a peak is associated with both a protostar and a disk (counted as a protostar in the numbers
presented in the main text). Some associations between peaks and disks and protostars may be coincidental.
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TABLE 2
Protostars and disks identified with bright sub-mm peaksa
Region ID Peaka Dist. (′′)b Namec Region ID Peaka Dist. (′′)b Namec
Protostars Protostars
NGC 1333 1 9.43 0.37 J032910.4+311331 Oph Core 15 0.35 2.43 J162726.9-244050
NGC 1333 2 3.95 1.92 J032912.0+311305 Oph Core 20 0.27 5.0 J162709.4-243718
NGC 1333 2 3.95 5.92 J032912.0+311301 Oph Core 24 0.25 6.19 J162640.4-242714
NGC 1333 3 2.88 6.66 J032903.7+311603 Oph Core 25 0.25 5.89 J162623.5-242439
NGC 1333 4 2.45 2.67 J032855.5+311436 Oph Core 27 0.23 1.03 J162821.6-243623
NGC 1333 5 1.12 3.09 J032910.9+311826 Oph Core 28 0.22 5.89 J162727.9-243933
NGC 1333 5 1.12 3.39 J032911.2+311831 Oph Core 29 0.21 3.22 J162644.1-243448
NGC 1333 9 0.59 3.63 J032913.5+311358 Oph Core 32 0.19 3.84 J162705.2-243629
NGC 1333 11 0.47 2.03 J032857.3+311415 Oph Core 37 0.15 2.93 J162739.8-244315
NGC 1333 12 0.46 2.27 J032837.0+311330 Oph Core 39 0.15 5.01 J162617.2-242345
NGC 1333 13 0.44 3.07 J032904.0+311446 Serpens Main 1 6.76 3.16 J182949.6+011521
NGC 1333 17 0.37 2.1 J032900.5+311200 Serpens Main 3 2.12 1.5 J182948.1+011644
NGC 1333 21 0.32 1.45 J032917.1+312746 Serpens Main 4 1.78 2.0 J182959.2+011401
NGC 1333 21 0.32 4.25 J032917.5+312748 Serpens Main 5 1.16 6.7 J183000.7+011301
NGC 1333 22 0.32 2.56 J032907.7+312157 Serpens Main 7 1.06 2.5 J182951.1+011640
NGC 1333 24 0.27 6.63 J032840.6+311756 Serpens Main 8 0.85 1.53 J182957.7+011405
NGC 1333 28 0.23 1.78 J032834.5+310705 Serpens Main 9 0.81 4.23 J182952.2+011547
IC 348 1 1.42 2.16 J034356.5+320052 Serpens Main 15 0.28 2.54 J182931.9+011842
IC 348 2 1.16 2.68 J034356.8+320304 Serpens South 10 0.66 5.56 J182938.1-015100
IC 348 3 0.57 2.64 J034443.9+320136 Serpens South 17 0.45 3.0 J183025.8-021042
IC 348 3 0.57 6.51 J034443.3+320131 Serpens South 25 0.3 6.7 J182959.4-020106
IC 348 4 0.34 1.27 J034350.9+320324 Serpens South 31 0.2 4.0 J183001.0-020608
IC 348 9 0.15 1.14 J034412.9+320135 Serpens South 32 0.2 5.74 J183017.4-020958
OMC 2/3 2 5.96 6.53 2293 Serpens South 32 0.2 5.91 J183017.0-020958
OMC 2/3 3 5.6 3.08 2433 Serpens South 34 0.2 6.46 J183015.6-020719
OMC 2/3 6 2.66 5.8 2302 Serpens South 40 0.16 6.0 J182947.0-015548
OMC 2/3 7 2.54 3.24 2437 Serpens South 42 0.16 3.98 J182912.8-020350
OMC 2/3 13 1.74 3.53 2369 Serpens South 43 0.16 2.62 J182943.9-021255
OMC 2/3 13 1.74 6.85 2366 Serpens South 45 0.15 1.66 J182943.3-015651
OMC 2/3 17 1.58 3.51 2407
OMC 2/3 18 1.46 1.94 2323 Disks
OMC 2/3 20 1.39 1.25 2254 NGC 1333 32 0.16 5.88 J032856.1+311908
OMC 2/3 21 1.34 4.93 2469 OMC 2/3 5 3.62 2.94 2072
OMC 2/3 22 1.25 3.91 2187 OMC 2/3 15 1.63 6.6 2334
OMC 2/3 76 0.26 5.2 2456 OMC 2/3 19 1.45 3.98 2029
OMC 2/3 86 0.22 2.6 2510 OMC 2/3 25 1.06 4.84 2345
NGC 2068 1 2.54 3.79 3166 OMC 2/3 29 0.78 6.67 2371
NGC 2068 5 1.02 5.12 3201 OMC 2/3 47 0.45 1.07 2179
NGC 2068 5 1.02 5.78 3202 OMC 2/3 51 0.41 1.99 2347
NGC 2068 6 0.62 5.72 3168 OMC 2/3 61 0.32 3.8 2184
NGC 2068 6 0.62 5.76 3167 OMC 2/3 72 0.28 6.81 2145
NGC 2068 7 0.59 4.92 3203 OMC 2/3 75 0.26 5.35 2333
NGC 2068 8 0.57 2.94 3211 OMC 2/3 83 0.23 4.72 2363
NGC 2068 11 0.52 2.25 3159 OMC 2/3 101 0.19 6.31 2228
NGC 2068 13 0.44 6.25 3215 NGC 2024 30 0.17 3.33 2927
NGC 2068 22 0.29 0.83 3160 Oph Core 4 0.66 6.25 J162624.0-241613
NGC 2068 24 0.29 1.16 3180 Oph Core 6 0.59 4.36 J162645.0-242307
NGC 2024 4 5.94 3.37 2955 Oph Core 8 0.47 6.24 J162323.6-244314
NGC 2024 6 0.82 6.71 2867 Oph Core 18 0.28 4.89 J162610.3-242054
NGC 2024 26 0.19 4.02 3085 Oph Core 36 0.17 2.96 J162816.5-243657
Oph Core 2 3.98 5.3 J162626.4-242430 Oph Core 40 0.14 2.99 J162715.8-243843
Oph Core 13 0.39 3.71 J162730.1-242743 Serpens South 31 0.2 5.41 J183001.3-020609
aJy beam−1
bDistance between centroid of sub-mm peak and mid-IR position
cDunham et al. (2015) and Megeath et al. (2016).
